
2. General Excellence 

2-A 

First: Today’s Transitions, Kentucky 

This publication has a sophisticated sensibility in both design and content. It is especially 

distinguished by its artful covers, but inside, the presentation is equally elegant and thoughtful.  

First-rate writing is also at the heart of Today’s Transitions, with important, relevant stories that 

are nicely told and presented, almost always from a heartfelt, human perspective. The way 

profiles are handled (“What Her Day Looks Like,” “15 Minutes With”) only adds to the appeal. 

This is a classy publication that has a big vision and covers a lot of bases. 

 

Second: Boom Magazine, Georgia 

 From front to back, Boom Magazine shines with unexpected, original content that still 

addresses the basic questions of aging. A conversation with a parrot, for example, sheds light on 

a bond between bird and owner that bloomed during the pandemic. “Reimagining Nursing 

Homes” is the kind of forward-looking content that takes reporting about older adults to a new 

level.  Design is straightforward, photos add interest and the “FYI” briefs are well-written news 

bites. 

 

Third:  The Best of Times, Louisiana 

 The Best of Times has a distinctive personality that gives equal weight to news, 

narratives, advice and fun. Topics, headlines and presentation are often delightful and surprising. 

A fine example is the issue themed around laughter, addressing its history, benefits and 

medicinal effects. The music history of northwest Louisiana was also a welcome addition during 

a rather bleak year. Well done, Best of Times. 

 

2-B 

First: Northeast Ohio Boomer  

The balance of elegant profiles, resourceful ideas (valentines with grandparents, winter 

hiking) and updated classics (get better sleep, find the best medical care) clearly enhances the 

content of this publication. Design is inventive, as well as polished, with visuals that pop and 

graphic elements that help readers navigate a story. The publication makes good use of its 

resources to appeal to all readers. 

 

Second: Montana Senior News  

 Montana Senior News is a sturdy, consistent publication with a range of information 

about finances, fitness, health, gardening and other hobbies, travel and more. The publication is 

well-organized and well-written, with clean design and enhanced type that make it easy to read. 

Of special note is the attention paid to the history, value and benefits of Montana, sharing pride 

of place and gratitude for the state’s assets with readers.  

 

Third: The Vegas Voice, Nevada 

 The Vegas Voice relies on columnists to add information, advice and personality to the 

publication. There is a clear intention to be diverse in topic, background and point of view, and 

the writers provide both authority and insight in the columns, which range from health and 



healing practices to relationships and automotive news. Every issue demonstrates that the staff is 

paying attention to the needs and interests of its readers.   

 

2-C 

First: The Active Age, Kansas 

 This is a strong, consistent publication that puts a premium on solid reporting and 

writing.  The audience is well-served by news reports on nursing home violations, COVID 

regulations and drug trials intended to combat Alzheimer’s disease.  Helpful recipes and tips 

about travel, health and finances make it a publication for a wide audience of readers. 

 

Second: The Best Times, Kansas 

Bold design and a thoughtful mix of narratives and timely information are hallmarks of 

this publication. Dedication to its community can be seen throughout, from a story about 

employee reflections on an old courthouse and a new one, to a memorial plaza honoring a World 

War I veteran.  

 

2-D 

First: Washington Beacon 

 The broad set of content hits a lot of buttons – there’s a lot behind the cover. Impressive 

attention is given to health, especially coronavirus matters, as well as technology, aging, culture 

and travel. This is definitely an understated publication, it suits the wide interests of its audience 

with practical, no-nonsense features. 

 

3. Most improved  

3-A 

First: Life After 50, Colorado 

Great new look, with a much better cover that highlights a single story and is more 

inviting. Much better organized, themes for every cover carry through to other articles. More 

user friendly. Great redesign. 

  

3-B 

First: Montana Senior News 

The pages are much better designed and more user friendly, with information in addition 

to contents and basic info. 

 

4. Column Review 

4-A 

First: Adam Cochran, “Talking Digital”; Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

Mr. Cochran employs a conversational style to offer sound advice and reviews of digital 

products, from high-definition televisions to cell-phone fitness apps. The column is both 

interesting and entertaining, a sound combination. 

  

Second: Larry Stephens, “Movie Reviews”; PrimeLife Times, Illinois 

Mr. Stephens’ critiques do more than recount the basic plots of the films he writes about 



or their casts’ performances. He offers context and rationale for why his readers should consider 

spending time with a movie and doesn’t limit himself to the latest blockbusters, instead sampling 

shows many might never have heard about. 

   

4-B 

First: Kathleen Mulroy, “Book Review”; Montana Senior News 

 Ms. Mulroy’s columns tease her readers with plot summaries and foreshadowing that 

almost dare them not to pick up the books she critiques. They’re short but useful reads that 

encourage seniors to expand their libraries. 

 

Second: Tak Sato, “Tech Talk”; Northeast Ohio Boomer 

 Seniors today have lots of questions about fast-evolving digital technologies, and Mr. 

Sato is here to help. Easy-to-read columns offer sound advice, and the bulleted lists that 

accompany them make the pieces even more helpful. 

  

4-C 

First: Ted Ayres, “Book Reviews”; The Active Age, Kansas 

Mr. Ayers does a nice job of selecting books with strong connections to Kansas, making 

them all more relevant to his readers. He writes with authority and clarity. 

   

4-D 

First: Dinah Rokach, “The Bibliophile”; Washington Beacon 

Columns with clearly defined themes offer a sampling of multiple books Ms. Rokach has 

taken care to read thoroughly and summarize succinctly for an audience looking for reading 

choices beyond the best sellers. 
  
5. Senior Issues 
 

5-A 

First: Kenneth Kirk, Legal Issues column, “When estate planning gets Fast and Furious” and 

“The power that springs into action,” March 2021 and January 2021; Senior Voice, Alaska 

As your life changes, be sure to change your wills and other legal and medical 

documents, Kirk advises, citing an example of a will made in a youthful age and not updated in 

later life despite numerous changes in relationships. And, what a mess that led to for all the 

survivors. Kirk offers help in sorting out in what you want to happen to your estate and what 

types of forms are best to achieve that, even if he does revert to Latin on occasion. His smooth 

even style of writing interjects humor to make it easier to swallow the sometimes-arcane 

language of the law.  

 

Second: Karen Roth Gehrt, RD, LD, Ed.D, The Wellness Connection column,  “Dementia 

patients and those who care for them – how best to do it,” April 2021 and May 2021; PrimeLife 

Times, Illinois 

Dr. Gehrt uses of a metaphor of a failing overloaded bookshelf to the crumbling of the 

mind’s ability to store life’s memories. Facts and logical memories fade faster than emotional 

memories. These columns are packed with insights into how dementia affects people and how 



caretakers can respond to their needs. The writing’s tone is soft and gentle, filled with 

understanding – much like the best techniques to provide care.  

 

Third: Laura I. Rotter, retirement column, “Not your parents’ retirement” and “Ready to retire?”  

spring 2021 and winter 2020-21; Westchester Senior Voice, New York 

Retirement isn’t a matter of collecting a gold watch. It’s so much more than saying 

goodbye to co-workers and that creaky chair. Rotter delves into the differences and expectations 

with concise writing filled with easy-to-understand assurances. The columns are a must-read if 

you haven’t yet figured out “How Soon Can I retire?” 

 

5-B 

First: Aaron Parrett, “Marijuana – Not just for college kids” and “Where do Candidates stand on 

Senior Issues,” February/March 2021 and August/September 2020; Montana Senior News, 

Montana 

Strong reporting and writing are the hallmarks of these two articles. The marijuana article 

takes a look at just who is exploring marijuana and its uses. Most of them — 65 percent — are 

40 years old or older. But Parrett warns, don’t jump too fast to the conclusion that the so-called 

hippies of ’60s and ’70s are reliving their youth. Instead, many marijuana derivatives are for 

medical use. He expertly lays it all out. In exploring “Where do Candidates Stand on Senior 

Issues?” Parrett sends readers to reputable sources for accurate information as well as suggesting 

issues they might most want to explore. It’s a strong piece of reporting and sharing valuable 

information. 

 

Second: Jan Larraine Cox, “Seniors Keeping Independent” and “Sound Sleep,” no dates; 

Lifestyles After 50, Florida 

Don’t let yourself get caught flat-footed, whether it be a major storm moving into your 

area or the need to offset boredom. Remaining safe and decluttering your home should be 

consistent resolutions, Cox writes. Hand-in-hand with home safety is an admonishment to sleep 

well and for sufficient time to keep the brain active and engaged. It’s all good information to live 

well and longer.  

 

Third: Crystal Merryman-Sarbacker, Out & About column, “When are you too old to drive” and 

“You can hire a car and driver,” October 2020; The Vegas Voice, Nevada 

Both columns focus on safe driving throughout your lifetime, tips on deciding when 

enough is enough and how to cope when you are no longer behind the wheel. Using her own 

father as an example, she explains how it’s not an easy decision and can often lead to contention 

between the older driver and younger family members. There are no laws that limit drivers, so 

it’s up to individuals to decide. The second column offers options. The information is invaluable 

and written in an easy to digest style.  

 

5-C 

First: Amy Geiszler-Jones, “Parents, grands drawn into domestic cases,” April 2021; The Active 

Age, Kansas 

Doing the right thing is not always easy to define, but it becomes even harder when 

volatile personalities are involved. This is especially true in cases of domestic violence, as 

Geiszler-Jones explores in this thoroughly reported article. In an effort to help loved ones in such 



situations, parents and grandparents can make the situation worse. She explains though that it 

doesn’t mean they are helpless and offers example of actions that can be taken, starting with law 

enforcement and shelter programs.   

 

5-D 

First: Stuart P. Rosenthal, From the Publisher column, “A New Approach” and “The choice is 

ours,” January 2021 and October 2020; Beacon Newspapers, Maryland 

Stuart Rosenthal’s well-argued and well-written columns meet the mark again in these 

two columns. (Rosenthal has won an award in this contest for several years running.)    

New hope for Alzheimer’s disease can be found in recent research that zeroes in on the cause of 

the disease and a possible drug to cure it. But it hasn’t received FDA approval. Rosenthal argues 

that maybe it’s OK to give it a try anyway. Frustration and the cost of more studies might lead to 

the end of the research, he argues. Let’s not risk that but keep working to find a treatment for 

Alzheimer’s disease. Hard to argue with that logic, isn’t it?    

 

Second:  Bob Levey, How I See It column, “When the viral coast is clear, I plan to …” and 

“When someone nears a precipice, help,” April 2021 and January 2021; Washington Beacon   

Bob Levey has a sly sense of humor that he sprinkles into serious topics, making his 

column an easy and educational read. He always offers something to think about. Meeting up 

with grandchildren was No. 1 on wish-lists from his informal poll. Travel was next. But, to his 

surprise, getting back to the office was next, even by some folks who had been retired for quite a 

long time. The interactions, the status, the work and professional growth were cited as reasons. 

Levey’s little survey, while lacking professional standards, certainly provides the kind of 

information that can’t be found on a data sheet. Go hug those grandkids!  

 
6. Editorial Opinion 
  

6-A 

First: Kevin Ferris, Mature Focus, Illinois 

Nice job of acknowledging the difficulty of being productive during the pandemic, with a 

sense of humor and self-deprecation. 

  

Second: Susan E Ross, Westchester Senior Voice, New York 

Personal look at the ways that technology have helped seniors stay connected during the 

pandemic. Well written, with many personal touches. 

  

6-B 

First: Dan Roberts, “Roberts Rules,” The Vegas Voice, Nevada, 

Excellent column detailing shenanigans that worked in a judicial race. Perfect balance of 

facts and personal outrage. Very well done. 

  

Second: Marie Ellum, Northeast Ohio Boomer 

A wistful look at what it would be like to be younger and settling on satisfaction with 

one’s place in life. 

  

 



6-C 

First: The Editor’s View, Quest for a Perfect Union; The Best Times, Kansas 

Thoughtful, powerful look at the importance of protest throughout the years. A call for 

action that is measured, and all the better for it. 

  

6-D 

First: Stuart P. Rosenthal, publisher; Washington Beacon 

A well-written, well-researched look at why some don’t get vaccines, and why they 

should. If any column is going to cause people to reconsider hotly held beliefs, this one could. 
  
  
7. Briefs/Shorts 

7-A 

First: Lindsay McDonald, Caregiver Practical Solutions, Fall 2020, Spring 2021; Today’s 

Transitions, Kentucky 

Whether it’s a medical issue that needs addressing or an opportunity to relieve boredom, 

there’s help awaiting in Caregiver Circle. Each brief item reflects an interesting topic that is well 

written and, importantly, is attributed to a local expert source.  

 

Second: Stat! Medical News & Info, February and March 2021; The Best of Times, Louisiana 

Stat! is a basketful of medical news that most affects senior citizens. Loneliness, aging 

well, outdoor benefits, lower-back pain relief, Covid-19 scams and how to retain muscle mass 

are just a sampling of the topics. Crisp writing makes the information easy to digest.   

 

Third: Odds & Ends, August and October 2020; The Best of Times, Louisiana  

Odds & Ends matches its name to a T as cautionary legal news and updates about 

community services dominate the content. There are updates about a local organization winning 

a grant to continue its stroke research, folks not preparing a will, Social Security scams and 

AARP joining in with Wish of a Lifetime to help older adults reach their lifelong dream. All 

could be helpful to local readers.  

 

7-B 

First: Compiled by Marie Elium, Worth Noting column, “Wing Watch” and others and “Used 

Bikes, New Uses” and others, July and August 2020 and March and April 2021; Northeast Ohio 

Boomer  

These Worth Noting columns are jam-packed with information about a variety of topics. 

Want to learn how to catalog moths at night? Learn about the Negro Leagues Centennial, the 

renovation of a beloved park, trivia championships? It’s all here, plus more. And that’s the 

content in only one of the two packages. These columns are a strong example of service 

journalism to help readers.  

 

8. Personal Essay 

8-A 

First: Dee Chesser, “City Cousin”; PrimeLife Times, Illinois 



 A city dweller reminisces about her childhood visits to her cousins’ family farm and 

laments the loss of the rural landscape that defined an earlier time. Her simple prose paints 

poignant pictures in her readers’ mind and take them back to a time long lost. 

 

Second: Melanie Wiseman, “The Cruelty of Quarantine”; Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

 A daughter recounts the loneliness that pervaded her mother’s life as she battled COVID-

19 in an independent-living apartment and the frustration she endured given the inability to visit 

her during her final days. It’s a far-too-common story, but Ms. Wiseman tells it only as someone 

who has experienced it can. 

 

Third: Jim Marshall, “The Meaning of Motown for a White Kid”; Boom Magazine, Georgia 

 Mr. Marshall recalls the joy that Smokey Robinson, the Temptations, Aretha Franklin, 

the Jackson Five and others brought to his life as a youngster growing up in Gary, Indiana, and 

how the music of Motown continues to bring him happiness today. The essay is whimsical walk 

down a musical memory lane. 

 

8-B 

First: Holly Endersby, “Last Cast and Purloined Days”; Idaho Senior Independent 

 The pandemic prompts Ms. Endersby to pause and reflect on a lifetime of fishing and 

diminishing opportunities to pursue her cherished pastime. She hooks her readers with anecdotes 

and description that bring her personal experiences to life. 

 

Second: Dan Roberts, “Priceless or Worthless”; The Vegas Voice, Nevada 

 A big brother struggles with the dilemma of what to do with thousands of photographs, 

spanning decades, left behind by his parents and in the end decides they’re just too important to 

toss out. It’s a humorous take on a conundrum nearly every senior grapples with. 

 

8-C 

First: Ted Blankenship, “How Do I Open This #%^ Thing?”; The Active Age, Kansas 

From blister packs to plastic domes and glued-down cardboard, today’s product 

packaging often confounds consumers. Mr. Blankenship takes a light-hearted look at a challenge 

we all contend with. 

 

8-D 

 First: Stuart P. Rosenthal, “Seizing an Opportunity”; Washington Beacon 

The publisher shares the two-year-old story of a good deed done at the train station just 

hours after he passed up a similar chance to help an elderly traveler. The experience, he 

concludes, illustrates the need to reach out to neighbors during a time when we don’t happen 

upon as many opportunities to help people. 

 

 

9. Profile 

9-A  



First: Melanie Wiseman, “Diving In: Reclaim your life and love yourself again”; Beacon Senior 

News, Colorado 

 The inspirational value of this story is enormous, and the writer accomplishes this by 

carefully reconstructing the journey of a woman who rescued her own life by losing weight and 

becoming fit. It illustrates how a well-told, detailed profile can influence readers in positive, 

meaningful ways. 

Second: Tracy N. Coley, “An Afternoon with Cosmo”; Boom Magazine, Georgia 

 A parrot may seem a surprising candidate for a profile, but the story of Cosmo is 

charming and absolutely first rate. The African Gray parrot’s owner fits seamlessly into this tale 

about a relationship that deepened during the pandemic. It is at once both clever and compelling 

and a thoroughly entertaining read. 

 

Third: George White, “Van Riper’s Six-String Time Machine”; Boomer Guide, Florida 

 Quotes full of personality elevate this solid story about an accomplished acoustic 

musician to prize-winning status. Credit the writer for understanding that taking advantage of the 

musician’s voice would reveal a great deal about him and add a rich dimension to the profile. 

 

9-B 

First: Marie Elium, “Mike & Sharon Hargrove: A season like no other”; Northeast Ohio Boomer 

 The story of Mike and Sharon Hargrove is really a story about a durable marriage that has 

endured despite 100 moves in 23 cities, the uncertain nature of a professional baseball career, 

five children and the pandemic. Good humor, wisdom and hope abound in this masterful profile, 

an outstanding read from start to finish. 

 

Second: Glenda C. Booth, “Giving Voice to Diverse Children”; Fifty Plus, Virginia 

 This profile of a children’s book author expertly captures the heart and soul of a writer 

who wants to open the eyes of her readers to the challenging experiences of others. Her story is 

told with purpose and insight, and it becomes a way to open the eyes of Fifty Plus readers to 

those experiences. 

 

Third: Lori Williams, “Scootin’ and Straight Shootin”; Idaho Senior Independent 

 The writer’s father, a crack pool player, is at the center of this story, which brims with 

affection and authenticity. You fall in love with the character, who scoots around in his power 

chair but never slows down and never misses with a cue stick. It is wonderfully written and 

extremely endearing. 

 

9-C 

First: Robert Friedman, “Conversations on race and culture”; Beacon Newspapers, Baltimore, 

Maryland 

 The new director of an African-American history museum in Baltimore is profiled in a 

story that brings perspective to the heated subject of race. The new director, Terri Lee Freeman, 

is thoughtfully presented as smart, capable, successful and strong. Getting to know her was a 

pleasure. 

 



Second: Nancy Carver Singleton, “Keys to life: Accordion led Phil Uhlik into music and 

marriage”; The Active Age, Kansas 

 This is a sweet story about a musician who specializes in the accordion, an instrument 

that is often dismissed and even lampooned. Yet he became so skillful that it changed his life and 

has brought much joy to others. His story is delightful. 

 

9-D 

First: Robert Friedman, “A spy reveals her life in disguise”; Washington Beacon 

 The topic gets your attention first — it’s an inside story about a CIA spy revealing her 

secrets. But the story of Jonna Mendez is really one about a master of disguise with technical 

skills that gave her a fascinating career. Her story is a captivating one.  

 

10. Annual Senior Resource Guide or Directory 

10-A 

First: Boomer Guide, Boomer, Florida 

Coupling an annual resource guide with a “Peace and Love” theme creates a “groovy” 

publication that’s not only fun to read but also incredibly useful. The activities section goes 

above and beyond, with leads to opportunities ranging from archery to fencing and boxing, and 

listings throughout provide details that go beyond basic contact information. Nicely done. 

 

Second: The Beacon Guide, Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

 This is a comprehensive publication that uses brief articles and features to help the reader 

navigate through reams of helpful information. Its directories are well organized and thorough. 

 

Third: Mid-South 50+ Resource Guide, The Best Times, Tennessee 

 This guide is one that seniors should keep handy. Descriptions included in the listings 

help readers decide which resources are best suited to their needs. 

 

(No entries in Divisions B, C or D) 

 

11. How-to Feature 

11-A   

First: Today’s Transitions Kentucky 

Recovering quickly from surgery – a common experience for many seniors – is a topic 

covered effectively in this article by Carrie Vittitoe. Great general advice of dos and don’ts is 

coupled with specific tips in major areas a patient must navigate: Resting, bathing, using 

adaptive tools, handling medications and so on. The pacing of the article is smooth, with 

information provided in clear, understandable language. It’s an article that families can refer to 

throughout the healing process. 

 

Second: The Senior Reporter, Minnesota 

Bob Olen’s “Harvesting Happiness” story would make any reader feel comfortable in 

branching out from gardening basics like tomatoes and cabbage to tackle more exotic vegetables 

like asparagus (don’t harvest fully until the fourth year) or parsnips. He provides tips from 



growing to harvesting for 25 vegetable types. There’s a bonus page on how to roast what has 

been harvested. A treasure to clip and save for next season. 

 

Third: Westchester Senior Voice, New York 

Timid about talking tech? Anastasia Slesareva takes the pressure off with a handy 

overview of all the tech terms one will likely hear when shopping for a new computer. From 

advising some thoughtful decision steps before making a purchase (desktop or laptop, Mac or 

PC), to addressing whether to wait for Black Friday sales (don’t), the article should ease any 

senior’s qualms about shopping for a computer.   

 

11-B  

First: Northeast Ohio Boomer 

In an article that will help any family, Estelle Rodis-Brown takes the reader through steps 

that will ease the downsizing before a move to a retirement facility or the cleaning out of a home 

following a loved one’s death. The approach has a great structure and eases the reader through 

what for most is a difficult task, fraught with critical decisions of how to proceed and what to 

retain. A sidebar explains in clear language why children may not want the things their parents 

have treasured.  

 

Second: Senior Perspectives, Michigan 

“Going Virtual” by Emily Armstrong is a timely and useful column that references 

resources her Michigan readers can use to supplement the basic information she presents about 

working virtually on Zoom, Facetime and similar platforms. She weaves in key observations 

about online safety and, importantly, a reminder to have fun. 

 

Third: The Beacon Newspapers, Virginia  

Seniors will applaud the yard care advice of Lela Martin, who basically urges leaving 

your yard to itself in the fall, allowing nature to work its magic instead of raking leaves, 

deadheading plants and trimming shrubs and trees. Her article explains the natural cycle that 

occurs in easy-to-follow language.   

 

11-C   

First: The Active Age, Kansas 

Helpful fashion tips for readers of a certain age come from Bonnie Bing in this chatty 

piece that includes a great rule to follow: “Just because it comes in your size doesn’t mean you 

should wear it.” The article has the right touch of sassy to go with observations that most readers 

should follow when considering their wardrobe.  

 

12. Travel Column 

12-A   

First: PrimeLife Times, Illinois 

Fyllis Hockman uses a chatty style to relay key information. In one column it’s the 

nervousness of flying in the Age of Covid as she ventures out of her bubble and addresses 

worries we all have. Her Utah National Parks column provides important details for seniors, 

particularly about navigating through these fascinating national treasures. 



 

Second: Senior Voice, Alaska 

The detail Dimitra Lavrakas gives readers is marvelous, whether exploring a New 

England castle that captures the spirit of an earlier time or an innovative roundup of small-scale 

cruise options through Alaska for those who miss the larger cruise ships docked by Covid 

concerns. 

 

Third: The Best of Times, Louisiana 

In a delightful riff on a travel column, Kathleen Ward surveys the field of virtual tourism, 

breaking down what she considers the top stops on the internet for those interested in travel spots 

around the world and aching to experience them. 

 

12-B   

First: Senior Perspectives, Michigan 

Cindy Hogg loves the family connections that develop through travel, recounting times 

she has spent with her grandchildren. Both columns provide a warm reminder of how travel can 

tie family generations together. Her family legacy trip article particularly tugs at the heartstrings. 

 

Second: Lifestyles After 50, Florida 

The two columns on seasonal approaches to Florida travel for seniors are insightful, 

providing on smart advice about targeting less-crowded venues (Rebecca Fending) or avoiding 

crowds at all by taking virtual trips (Matthew Stern). Both are helpful as seniors cope with travel 

restrictions because of Covid.   

 

Third: Forever Young, New York 

The offerings by Jennifer Merrick and Christine Smyczynski are information-packed with 

nice, detailed reminders (bring your hiking boots) and informative side notes on how to extend 

the memory of your travel adventure, such as cooking dishes from your destination.  

 

12-D   

First: Washington Beacon   

Dan Mankin uses his knowledge of travel destinations well in compiling a “bucket list” 

of adventures suited to seniors. For example, in writing about a cruise in Panama he describes a 

“launching platform” that makes it easier to get in and out of skiffs and kayaks. Handy 

information indeed. His Sweden column includes an angle on purchasing a car there and using it 

to travel before shipping it home.  

 

Second: Washington Beacon 

Taking the reader along for the ride, Victor Block wheels through the Finger Lakes 

region of upstate New York, tossing out a variety of experiences and options (driving on a Grand 

Prix racetrack) that help the reader envision a visit. Likewise, his delightful observations about a 

Caribbean stop on a 36-square-mile island shows a nifty touch for detail. 

 

13. Feature Writing  

13-A  



First: Marie Bradby, “Following a New Path”; Today’s Transitions, Kentucky 

 These are three short stories about older adults still committed to their communities with 

no thought of retiring. Each one illustrates the importance of lean, tightly edited text where 

quotes are used strategically to add human voices to content that is dense with essential details. 

Together, the stories deliver a no-nonsense, very satisfying read.  

 

Second: Jan Weeks, “The benefit of bats”; Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

 Strong storytelling at the beginning leads into a nicely crafted, information-rich feature 

about the nature of bats and their crucial place in the ecosystem. Full of well-researched material 

about bats and their habits, the piece also includes an excellent how-to discussion about building 

houses to keep bats secure.  

 

Third: Donna Moriarty, “How this cardiologist keeps herself and her patients heart-healthy”; 

Westchester Senior Voice, New York 

 This ambitious feature marries a profile with explanatory journalism to great effect. The 

piece moves flawlessly between the cardiologist’s own health practices and the practices she 

advises others to adopt. It is a skillful combination of text that works for the reader on both 

fronts. 

 

13-B 

 First: Betty Kuffel, “Valkyrie’s Flight”; Montana Senior News  

 The writer recounts her own harrowing tale of becoming lost and seriously injured after a 

plane crash on the Idaho-Montana border.  Suspense carries the reader through the aftermath of 

the crash, where Betty Kuffel and her husband try to survive for hours in the snow without 

shelter. It is the dog that leads rescuers to the site, and by that time, the reader is so thoroughly 

hooked by the spare language and ample detail that the ending is nothing less than a march of 

triumph. 

 

Second: Marie Elium, “Changing the Aging Game: Impact Awards 2020”; Northeast Ohio 

Boomer  

 This roundup of winners of the publication’s Boomer Impact Awards are moving tributes 

to three spirited women who make a difference in their community in many unselfish ways. Each 

one is portrait that captures the essence of what motivates each individual to serve.       

 

Third: Diane York, “Doulas support end-of-life transitions”; Fifty Plus, Virginia 

 This is a thoroughly engaging feature about a group of selfless women with big hearts 

and even bigger goals. They help ease the final days for terminally ill patients, a role that 

requires much skill and compassion. The sensitive way the writer handles the difficult nature of 

the story is impressive. 

 

13-C 

First: Glenda C. Booth, “Moonshine and more for 2nd Act”; Beacon Newspapers, Baltimore, 

Maryland 

 Readers will find themselves carried away by the experience of two former Navy pilots 

who quit their jobs in engineering and finance to reinvent themselves. They now distill single-

malt whiskeys and aged Caribbean rum. The writer moves from their story to a broader look at 



retirees who also found a second career distilling spirits. It is an enlightening look at a bright new 

enterprise. 

 

Second: Amee Bohrer, “Trailer Trashed? Not anymore, it’s ‘Grandcamp fun”; The Active Age, 

Kansas 

 This is a story that makes you smile from start to finish as a multi-generation Kansas 

family finds a beat-up camper and turns it into a grand-kids getaway. The project brought 

everyone together and created a place for family relationships to bloom and grow. From idea to 

execution, this feature is sublime. 

 

13-D 

First: Stuart Rosenthal, “Doctor composes symphony on the side”; Washington Beacon 

 A physician who was told early in life that he would have to choose between music and 

medicine ended up doing both. His story is as enjoyable as the man himself must be, and the 

writer ably captures both his personality and his passion in stylish text that covers all the bases.  

 
14. Special Section 
  
14-A 

First: The Best Times, Tennessee 

A ton of very useful information, well organized and easy to navigate. This is a real public 

service. 

  

14-B 

First: Senior Life, Florida 

This spread on the senior games is engaging and well engineered. It introduces readers to 

some impressive people and contains a lot of information without being overwhelming. 

  

Second: Northeast Ohio Boomer 

This section holds a nice variety of information, from news you can use about activities 

to a smart story about when grandparents should hold off on giving advice. 

  

14-C 

First: The Active Age, Kansas 

The Thrive Awards package does a great job of giving commendable attention to folks 

who deserve it. The profiles are short but contain enough information to tell readers who these 

winners are. 

  

Second: The Best Times, Kansas 

This voters’ guide has a lot of very practical advice for helping readers navigate the 

electoral process during a difficult time. Smart and necessary. 

  

14-D 

First: Washington Beacon 

This Housing and Homecare section contains a lot of useful advice and addresses 

complications created by the pandemic. Smart, necessary and well done. 



  

Second: Washington Beacon 

This Celebration of the Arts is very capably designed, which is important when writing 

about visual arts. It tells me about the artist and also shows me the work. The short profiles 

contain an impressive amount of information.  
  
15. Topical Issue 

15-A 

First: Melanie Wiseman, “Over tested, over diagnosed and over medicated,” April 2021; Beacon 

Senior News, Colorado 

Melanie Wiseman lays it on the line: Doctors need to stop practicing one-size-fits all 

medicine and listen to their patients. Patients need to take a more active role in their own health 

care. She cites overused TV advertisements and that more than one-third of medications have no 

value. The columns were written with authority without being authoritative. The tone was 

welcoming and encouraging, always a good way to draw readers into the information.   

 

Second: Ken Stewart, “Payee Representatives,” May 2021; Senior Voice, Alaska 

“Payee Representatives” is the perfect example of the “gotcha laws” that bedevil both the 

folks trying to help and the folks needing help. Payee representatives are a complicated process 

to help Social Security recipients to manage their money and pay their bills. The law says such 

agencies must be not -for-profit entities and can only charge a cap of $45 monthly. The agencies 

say they can’t provide the service for that amount. Some are for profit agencies anyway. What’s 

going on? Stewart sorts it out for readers in a bit-by-bit explanation. And as a wrap up, he directs 

readers to resources for help. It’s a stay-tuned situation as many details of this issue are still 

unresolved. Strong reporting and writing make it understandable.  

 

Third: Carrie Vittitoe, “Don’t Be Duped, how fraudsters are taking advantage of COVID-19 to 

scam you,” Winter 20-21; Today’s Transitions, Kentucky 

Oh, those international scam romances are springing up again as folks turn to the internet 

to find company during the COVID-19 pandemic. Carrie Vittitoe lays it all out – how to 

recognize a scam and how to report them and to whom. It’s rock-solid information for the 

magazine’s older readers as, you guessed it, older folks are most often the victims of scams.  

 

15-B 

First: Lisa Tyler, “Understanding ageism is the key to combatting it”; Senior Perspectives, 

Michigan  

Lisa Tyler takes to a sturdy soapbox to advocate an end to ageist language. Much of is 

subtle but still damaging to psyches and reputations. Some are meant as jokes but really aren’t 

the least bit funny. Tyler cites studies showing the stereotypes are off-based, and instead of being 

in decline, many older people are getting their second wind, ready to tackle new adventures. 

Negative language can hinder such growth, she writes, imploring us all to clean up our language. 

It’s a grand message.  

 

Second: Rana Goodman, “I Care a Lot,” April 2021; The Vegas Voice, Nevada  



Rana Goodman became a movie star of sorts when the documentary “The Guardians” 

was released. Hot on its trail was the movie “I Care a Lot.” Both cinematic projects were a direct 

result of The Vegas Voice’s efforts to expose the failed guardianship system in the state of 

Nevada. The fight is ongoing, but more exposure to the wrongdoings is creating more support for 

changing the law that takes advantage of poor people and their families. As the Goodmans’ fight 

against the system proves: It’s always a good thing to do the right thing.    

 

Third: Eileen Abbott, “When caregivers face abuse, there’s hope,” May 2021; Fifty Plus, 

Virginia 

Sadly, caretakers for family members can be sorely abused both mentally and physically. 

It’s not easy to prevent, but Eileen Abbott leads victims to solutions such as finding outside 

support and help and finding others who understand your situation. A list of resources is a much-

appreciated addition.  

 

15-C 

First: Gerald Hay, “Liberators found camps by smell,” November-December 2020; The Best 

Times, Kansas 

In honor of Veterans Day, Gerald Hay found two World War II veterans who were 

willing to share their memories of that war. Their stories are truly heart-wrenching as a quick 

read of the headline conveys the horrors they faced. The chronicle of their experiences, first in 

joining a service branch, their meager training and the responses to the liberation of the death 

camps are quite moving and Hays captures them with compassion and empathy.  

 

Second: Joe Stumpe, “Still fighting the same thing,” July 2020; The Active Age, Kansas 

Some folks never give up on a fight that never seems to end, but Joe Stumpe’s article is 

making sure that due recognition is given to the front-line heroes. Pioneer activists in the mid-

1990s who fought against “racial disparity and police misconduct” are still involved in today’s 

protests, advocating for a younger generation to change the world. Stumpe reviews their history 

and their contributions to the causes. It’s an upbeat and inspiring portrait of people who continue 

to lead the fights for a cause.   

 

Third: Ivey Noojin, “Help from healthcare students,” September 2020; Beacon Newspapers, 

Baltimore, Maryland 

“Lori’s Hands” started as a student volunteer club at the University of Delaware. It’s 

grown into an organization garnering $200,000 grants. Ivey Noojin tells this heartwarming story 

with grace and touching details that focus on the two college-age women who started it because 

they wanted to make a difference in their community. By pairing college-age volunteers with 

those with chronic illnesses, they have done just that from both sides of the equation. It is now a 

nonprofit organization with a full-time director and is expanding from Delaware into Maryland. 

Sharing news of the program in an inspiration tone is likely to push others into committing to 

similar programs.  

 

15-D 

First: Margaret Foster, “A caring home for those with disabilities,” April 2021; Washington 

Beacon 



If there’s any doubt that more housing for adult children with intellectual or 

developmental disabilities is needed, consider this: When a new housing complex with 70 units 

was announced, more than 10,000 applications were received. Not only are more united needed, 

but updates to current housing is also of paramount concern. Foster digs into many aspects of 

this issue, asking all the right questions to push agencies into action. It’s a well-written and 

comprehensive article.  

 

Second: Glenda Booth, “Speak out to make a difference,” April 2021; Washington Beacon 

Glenda Booth found advocates for more and better Alzheimer’s research and caregiver 

support and twined their stories into a comprehensive look at what’s lacking. Her cast of 

advocates make it clear that continuing and consistent lobbying is necessary to make the needed 

changes. As one advocate said: “How can they say ‘yes’ if I don’t go and (ask for help.)” 

Booth’s strong depiction of these advocates shows the power of their passions to help others. 

 

16. Front Cover (Photo) 

16-A  

First: 2021 Edition No. 15, Boomer Guide, Florida 

 The light on the subject is technically superb, and the clothing is fun. The tilt of the head 

and peace sign gesture make the subject look as if they are part of the Woodstock legacy. An 

appropriate font frames the subject on this entertaining, colorful cover.  

 

Second: August 2020, Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

 Patty Deter and her enthusiastic smile jump off the cover page. This unusually tight 

photograph brings viewers directly to the subject’s face and fits the tease perfectly, “Dive into 

your passion.” Complementary yellow and blue colors unify the page.  

 

Third: March 2021, Senior Voice, Alaska 

 Lush greenery surrounds the relaxed subjects in this well-composed cover photograph. 

They are perfectly framed by layers of leaves, drawing attention to the middle of the image. Type 

is placed to add meaning and context without detracting from the subjects.  

 

16-B 

First: June/July 2021, Montana Senior News 

 Gorgeous colors, body language and movement make this cover rise to the top. The 

subject’s hands mimic the two pigeons flying toward the reader. A low depth of field, with 

minimal focus on the background and birds, keeps interest on the handler. Golden light is 

mimicked in the headline and background.  

 

Second: January 2021, Senior Life, Florida  

 The photograph of weightlifter Dan Adovasio demands attention. His strong arm, face 

and medals pop off the page, enhanced by the dark background and shirt. The smaller images 

and teases are well placed and do not compete with the strength of the lead image.  

 

Third: March/April 2021, Northeast Ohio Boomer 



 Classy typography complements the cover photograph and picks up the tones in the 

subjects’ clothing. The couple’s body language and entwined arms draw interest to the center of 

the photograph and give a feeling of intimacy.  

 

16-C 

First: March-April 2021, The Best Times, Kansas 

 This cover photograph illustrates the important topic of COVID-19 vaccinations by 

showing an older adult receiving a vaccination. The bright colors draw attention to the subject, 

while the gloves recede into the background. The subject’s eyes guide viewers toward the shot 

entering their arm.  

 

17. Front Cover (Illustration) 

17-A 

First: Spring 2021, Today’s Transitions, Kentucky 

This cover has it all. Sophisticated typography and beautiful design create easy-to-read 

teases. The illustration is fun and creative, with fanciful trees, small figures and a black and 

white skyline.  

 

Second: February 2021, The Best Times, Tennessee 

 A lovely piece of artwork, in the shape of a heart, fits the cover topic about American 

heart month. The stark simplicity of the bluebird perched on a finger demands immediate 

attention. Several shades of blue work to balance the page. 

 

Third: December 2020, PrimeLife Times, Illinois 

 A bright yellow streak of light against a blue background gives this cover impact. 

Designers did an excellent job of creating a dynamic cover with a relatively small illustration. 

Kudos on a job well done.  

 

17-B 

First: January/February 2021, Northeast Ohio Boomer 

 This beautiful cover works on all levels. The cold colors feel like winter, which fits the 

theme of winter hiking. The illustration tells the story of a couple in Ohio wilderness. The teases 

are placed and balanced perfectly around the main subjects.  

 

Second: March 2021, The Vegas Voice, Nevada 

 What a fun cover illustration! A dog with pink nails, pink sunglasses and a pink drink 

relaxes in a pink robe. The styling is excellent, and the tease works well with the content. 

 

18. Table of Contents 

18-A 

First: August 2020, The Best of Times, Louisiana 

 Contrast is used to draw attention to important elements. Bold, regular and italics fonts of 

different sizes move viewers’ eyes comfortably down the page. Small, clean photographs 

illustrate important stories.  



 

Second: June 2021, Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

 Short summaries below story titles provide information to readers. Highlighted page 

numbers adjacent to photographs emphasize important stories. The large font makes text 

readable.  

 

18-B 

First: March/April, Northeast Ohio Boomer 

 Colors, typography, photography and design combine to create a striking table of 

contents. The baseball stands out, while the background fades, allowing the contents to pop. The 

colors complement each other. Varied sizes of font create a hierarchy of importance, starting 

with the cover story.   

 

Second: January/February 2021, Senior Perspectives, Michigan 

 A lot of information is neatly packed onto one page. The photographs anchor the spread 

and are designed large enough to view while not dominating the page. A simple list of contents 

allows readers to preview the entire publication.  

 

Third: June/July 2021, Montana Senior News 

 This page contains a lot of information readers need. Information about staff writers and 

the publisher’s note accompany the comprehensive list of contents, all packaged into neat 

columns.  

 

19. Briefs/Shorts Design 

19-A 

First: Boom Magazine, Georgia 

 “Need to Know” and “Good to Know” are a series of short paragraphs, each introduced 

with a boldface subhead. Designers use photos and white space wisely to air out the pages. It’s 

quite easy to scan. 

 

Second: The Best of Times, Louisiana 

 The use of spot and process color — and ample white space — makes “Odds & Ends” a 

quick, easy read. Photos and graphics enhance the presentation. 

 

 

 

 

Third: Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

 This two-page calendar presentation type color contrast, spot color and white space to 

make scanning easy. The ads are squared off at the bottom of the pages to allow a modular 

presentation of the copy. 

 

19-B 

First: Senior Perspectives, Michigan 



 This entry is a short column that leans heavily on photos. The display successfully 

attracts readers’ attention. 

 

20. Annual Senior Resource Guide or Directory Design 

20-A 

First: The Beacon Guide 2021; Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

 The sunburst in the cover photograph is echoed in the masthead. Sections are organized 

logically by timeline of when services will be needed. Pages are bright and color-coded on the 

edges for easy navigation. Each section opens with a consistent vertical photograph to illustrate 

upcoming content.  

 

Second: 15th Annual Boomer Guide 2021; Boomer Guide, Florida 

 Stellar design begins with a humorous, well-executed cover photograph, surrounded by 

stylized teases. Color-coding helps organize content into easy-to-find sections. Fun articles about 

the 60s and 70s break up helpful listings for local seniors.  

 

Third: Mid-South 50+ Resource Guide; The Best Times, Tennessee 

 The opening spread features a clean table of contents and a smart advertiser index. A 

large font makes lists easy to read, and color-coding aids navigation. Several sections are 

organized with boxed content, which adds interest and visual variety.  

 

20-B 

First: Guide to Senior Living 2021 Directory; Forever Young, New York 

 The guide begins with a handy table of contents, with a large font and lively photograph. 

Several articles placed before the lists draw in readers. Photographs illustrate content and bring 

interest to pages. 

 

20-C 

First: 55+ Resource Guide; The Active Age, Kansas 

 The cover illustration invites readers to open this guide. The small size makes it easy to 

carry and keep as a resource. Advertisements are spread throughout the publication, with a 

helpful advertising index at the back 

 

21. Feature Layout 

21-A 

First: “Challenge: Can Healthful Meals Be Easy?”; Today’s Transitions, Kentucky 

 This service journalism story is told through blurb pullouts on the photo. These blurbs 

explain the healthy attributes of a double cheeseburger. This is a great way to go beyond 

standard text treatment and tell a story visually. 

 

Second: “A Cool Slice of 1967”; Boomer Guide, Florida 

 Printed on magazine-size pages, this double truck plus one captures the feel of the classic 

1967 VW bus. The use of a full-page photo in black-and-white emphasizes the age of the bus. 

The color photos bring this display up to date. 



 

Third: “Hike to Hidden History”; Life After 50, Colorado 

 The designer solved the challenge of how to handle seven photos and a small sidebar 

without cluttering the display. The opening page successfully merges the dominant photo with 

the text. 

 

21-B 

First: “Drop Everything and Skate”; Montana Senior News  

 A beautiful dominant photo with three insets and inset copy draw readers into this story. 

The insets are handled with care so the larger photo still tells its story. A large blurb brings relief 

to the continued piece. 

 

Second: “Pappy Boyington”; Idaho Senior Independent  

 This historical feature starts with a good headline and a dominant photo. The continued 

page features a nice interplay between the text and the photo. 

 

Third: “Shecky turns 95”; The Vegas Voice, Nevada 

 Using photos and a caricature, the layout invites readers to the table. Despite having four 

photos and art elements on a small page, the layout is organized and easy to read.   

 

21-C 

First: “The Butler County War”; The Active Age, Kansas 

 The Active Age layout for this historical spread blends the lead photo and copy 

effectively without interfering with the reading of either. Large text enhances legibility.  

 

22. Best Overall Use of Photography 

22-A  

First: Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

 Cover photographs pack a punch and illustrate the lead story. Articles include several 

photographs that add to the editorial content. Documentary photographs that show real people 

doing real things are used throughout the magazines. Examples are “Gold Fever” and “Take 

Pride in Your Heritage.” 

 

Second: The Senior Reporter, Minnesota 

 This publication understands the value of visual storytelling and works to use images 

with every article. Most important, the photos are used to supplement and enhance the story, not 

as decoration. Viewers see several images of beautiful old barns, a striking portrait of Carol 

Jelinek at her farm and multiple archival photographs. Additionally, each issue includes spreads 

with colorful detail photographs of garden delights.  

 

Third: The Best of Times, Louisiana 

 Each table of contents, or “Inside this Issue,” is anchored by well-edited images to 

support the articles and bring color to the page. Images are sized appropriately, such that each 

spread has at least a dominant and often a secondary image. Back-of-the-book articles highlight 

photographs to tell unique stories.  



 

22-B  

First: Montana Senior News  

 Stunning covers immediately grab attention, with one subject against a clean background. 

Minimal typography allows the image to dominate. A single, well-sized image is used with most 

articles. Cover articles are given special attention, with several images used per spread.  

 

Second: Senior Perspectives, Michigan 

 A consistent table of contents uses three photographs to refer to an inside article. There is 

a healthy mix of portraits, documentary images, landscapes and details. The publication does a 

great job of including faces and portraits of local citizens and readers.  

 

23. Best Use of Color 

23-A 

First: The Best of Times, Louisiana 

 Thoughtful color use on covers allows viewers to concentrate on teases and the cover 

photograph. Columns have consistent color titles so readers know what to expect in each issue. 

Color use is subtle and sophisticated throughout. 

 

Second: Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

 Cover reproduction is gorgeous, with colors and a bold masthead that pop. Large, color 

photographs dominate spreads. Background colors are picked from lead images.  

 

Third: The Senior Reporter, Minnesota 

Cover typography uses a color palette drawn from the photograph. Each spread has a 

dominant photograph. Of note are the colorful gardening spreads in each issue.  

 

23-B 

First: Montana Senior News  

This publication uses consistent, subdued colors on the cover. The opening spread is 

nearly all black and white, a surprising and interesting juxtaposition.  A consistent color palette 

is used for type throughout the magazine, creating easy transitions and cohesion.  

 

Second: Senior Perspectives, Michigan 

 Cover photographs have one primary cover, which is particularly striking because of the 

lack of color in the typography. Consistent colors are used in blocks behind the credits. Headline 

colors are thoughtful, matching photographs on the spread.  

 

23-C 

First: The Best Times, Kansas 

 Restrained interior use of color lets photographs and articles to take center stage. 

Photographs are crisp and clean, the result of excellent reproduction on glossy pages. Back-of-

the-book lists use color headlines and rules to add interest to the page.  

 

24. Overall Design 



24-A 

First: Today’s Transitions, Kentucky 

 Covers of Today’s Transitions are done by an artist. The three issues are consistent in 

style and tone and set this magazine apart. Inside, white space and typography are used to 

enhance the presentation. Design uses professional magazine techniques. Photos are used to tell 

stories and give the pages a nice visual quality. 

 

Second: Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

 Strong local photos on the cover and inside tells readers this is THEIR magazine. Short 

stories and longer stories give the publication a nice rhythm. Text size makes reading easy. Spot 

color is used judiciously. 

 

Third: The Senior Reporter, Minnesota 

 Color — both process and spot — stand out in this publication. An eight-page spread 

could be intimidating, but “Harvesting Happiness,” is designed to look like a series of shorts. 

The copy is presented in short paragraphs with subheads. Colorful photos draw you through the 

pages. This ability to shorten long presentations — or chunking — increases readership. 

 

24-B 

First: Northeast Ohio Boomer  

 Strong covers — particularly the winter illustration and the chef — invite readers inside, 

where the design is thoughtful and functional. Inside pages use art heads, white space and text to 

enhance the pages. The hiking package melds type and photo without interfering with the 

readership of the photo. Larger type in a wider set helps move readers from heads to text. 

 

Second: Senior Perspectives, Michigan 

 Senior Reporter, a tabloid, has a newspaper look and feel. Layout is simple and clean. 

The publication is full of one-page columns that are presented consistently so readers can get 

habituated. The few special displays, such as Cathay’s Cooking Corner, are highlighted with a 

light tint to protect the legibility of the type. Reproduction is a strong point. 

 

Third: Montana Senior News  

 Covers shine on this submission. An artistic picture of a skater taken against the light is 

not only informative but also beautiful. The close-up on “madcap adventures” is a great tease to 

the story. Stories are presented in a straightforward way for easy read 

 

24-C 

First: The Best Times, Kansas 

 Strong local flavor on the covers introduces this publication as one interested in residents 

of the coverage area. The story on volunteers who take care of bird houses in the “Bluebird 

Capital of Kansas,” offers local photos presented modularly with the copy for easy reading. The 

publication is organized in the same manner each edition, which gives it a comfortable feeling 

for readers. 

 

Second: The Active Age, Kansas 



 No special design tricks here. The tabloid layout is straightforward and easy to navigate. 

The type is large and legible. The active covers reflect the name of the publication. 

 

25: Self Promotion   

25-A 

First: Beacon Senior News, Colorado  

Very well balanced.  Consistent use of color throughout highlights Beacon branding.  The 

ad displays a variety of product offerings without overcrowding.  The eye-catching headline 

draws the reader in, and the layout follows your natural eye flow as you move through the ad.  

 

26-B 
First: Montana Senior News  

Excellent layout and balance. Colors complement each other well, and the text is clear 

and legible. Ad includes multiple calls to action without drowning out the image.  Headline text 

does a nice job of standing out, and the reenforced branding in three spots is subtle yet effective.  

 

Second: Senior Perspectives, Michigan  

I found great use of humor and hilarious image choice. It draws the reader’s gaze 

immediately to the bold headline.  Amusing comparison copy and a muted call to action 

complete a simple but effective ad.   

 

26: Self Promotion – outside source  

No entries submitted 

27: Self Promotion/Awards  

27-A 

First: The Best of Times, Louisiana  

This has a nice overall layout, especially the award categories.  White space does well to 

balance out the text, and the image choice connotes a sense of accomplishment.  

 

27-B 

First: The Vegas Voice, Nevada  

Excellent headline and image choice here.  Highlighted text is an inside joke, as the 

image used is “Not the World Cup.” Very Clever.  Award categories provide decent explanation 

without being too wordy. The color palette reinforces the victory image throughout.    

 

Second: Senior Perspectives, Michigan 

Great photos throughout put on face on the brand and let the reader connect with the real 

people behind the award-winning work.  The layout is full without being too busy, and the use of 

color is well balanced.  The polka-dot mask adds a bit of whimsy to this celebratory editor’s 

note.  

 



Third: Montana Senior News  

Prominent placement below the publisher’s note signifies the importance of the message.  

Use of the blue trophy image and the blue headlines throughout provide nice balance to the page.  

The bold headline captures the reader’s eye immediately.  

 

28. Editorial Submission from Syndicated Columnist 

28-A 

First: Alan Schein, “The Doctor Is in on Your Nearest Screen”; The Best of Times, Louisiana 

 Helpful, thorough and timely, this discussion of telemedicine filled a critical need for 

readers to understand the expansion of Medicare during the pandemic. Supported by solid data, 

this piece tackles a complicated topic by providing easily digestible information about changes, 

cost and pros vs. cons. It is a welcome example of service journalism. 

 

Second: Lori Borgman, “A Valentine’s Day Ritual”; PrimeLife Times, Illinois 

 Lori Borgman has a lovely writing “voice” that connects her work to readers by sharing 

memorable moments that are both personal and universal. Here, a longstanding tradition of 

receiving Valentine’s Day candy boxes from her father taps into a familiar ritual but conveys the 

universal theme of love. She is both witty and wise. 

 

28-B 

First: Randall C. Hill, “It Wasn’t Fun Anymore”; Lifestyles After 50, Florida 

 Randall C. Hill speaks for Boomers, and his column rings true for an entire generation. 

This column, which bookends the performance history of the Beatles, is one that will resonate 

with anyone who listened to the band’s music when it defined an era. 

 

29: Best Single Ad – Black and White 

29-A 

First: The Best of Times, Louisiana  

The humorous cartoon is an excellent complement to the content and very relatable.  The 

layout is balanced, and bold text emphasizes the product well.  The ad is not crowded and makes 

good use of white space.   

 

29-B 

First: Senior Perspectives, Michigan  

This is another humorous entry. You can tell the subjects in the photo are fighting back 

their smiles, which adds to the overall silliness of the message. The subtle call to action rounds 

out a memorable ad. 

 

30: Best Single Ad – Color  

30-A 

First: Beacon Senior News, Colorado  

Fantastic ad for a hearing company. I laughed out loud!  The premise of two chocolate 

bunnies dealing with the inevitable plight of being a chocolate bunny is hilarious. The clear 



explanation of the offer and outstanding balance create symmetry in the design. The emphasis on 

urgency and the contact information is clear and easy to read.  A great ad.  

 

Second: Boom Magazine, Georgia 

This is a very polished ad that looks as if it were designed by a major creative agency.  

The image and copy are perfect complements to each other, and the use of white space and 

overall balance of the ad are excellent.  There is a great analogy using sweat, personal health and 

air conditioning.  

 

30-B 

First: Senior Life, Florida 

 What. A. Photograph. The colors practically pop off the page. The subject’s searing stare 

and layered hodgepodge of masks create an illusionary fantastical feel. The large, bold headline 

leaves no doubt about what is being promoted and the white-on-black text delivers a clear, 

informative call to action. The perfect balance and excellent use of color make it one of the best 

ads in the contest.   

 

Second: Senior Perspectives, Michigan  

Such a fun ad with a great action shot of the pooch and owner pampering themselves in 

the salon. It connotes a lighthearted, fun-filled atmosphere that can be found at the Vistas at 

Beacon Hill. Color use is excellent throughout, and the text provides a good explainer without 

being overly wordy.   

 

30-C 

First: The Best Times, Kansas 

 This is an amazing use of color! The ad feels like opening a fresh box of Crayolas —  

bright, happy and very well balanced. The designer did an excellent job fitting a lot of copy into 

a small space without making it look busy and while keeping everything legible. Time and date 

are simple to find and clearly readable, the call to action is direct and prominent, and the 

sponsorship logos are well designed and very easy to read.   

 

31: Best Banner  

31-A 

First: Boom Magazine, Georgia 

There’s wonderful design and use of the rocket in the banner. The bold white text is clear 

and prominent, the boxed “MAGAZINE” element and tagline frame the banner, and the full 

bleed image complements the branding.   

 

Second: Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

There’s nice use of color here throughout. The gold in the banner sunrise and the gold in 

the header offer a nice complement to the bold blue all-caps font. The tagline is prominent and 

does a nice job of separating the banner from the rest of the cover.  

 

Third: The Best of Times, Louisiana 



This banner is prominent, clear and highly visible on a rack or newsstand. The red text 

with a white outline adds depth and gives the illusion the words are leaping off the page. The 

slanted “O” adds a bit of playful whimsy.   

 
31-B 

First: The Vegas Voice, Nevada  

This excellent banner is loaded with graphics that do not overshadow the text. The 

reversed-out red on white/white on red and the depth of the 3D font add prominence, and the 

tagline is bold and direct.   

 

Second: Montana Senior News  

There’s great use of color and contrast in this banner. The blue “i” dot is a nice design 

touch, and the font is scholarly while maintaining a sense of fun.The tagline is direct, concise, 

and informative.  Loved messaging in 3’s!!   

 

31-C 

First: The Best Times, Kansas 

There’s a nice blend of artwork and text here. The flower “O” immediately catches the 

eye, and the bold white banner is prominent and easy to read.  The tagline is small but 

informative and does a good job of balancing out the banner on the page.   

 

32. COVID-19 related article  

32-A 

First: Melanie Wiseman, “A daughter’s search for compassion amid a pandemic,” September 

2020; Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

“Our parents were prisoners to the virus” is the crux of this emotional first-person 

account of the death of the writer’s mother in an independent living center. Covid-19 quarantined 

rules destroyed their “wholeness,” leaving them alone and lonely, without any physical contact 

with family members. The writer’s thesis, a heady one to ponder, is that while the restrictions 

might have protected her parents from the virus, the price was at an extreme cost. It’s a tragic 

story, written by a loving daughter with a compassionate heart.  

 

32-B 

First: Holy Lookabaugh-Deur, “Complete Recovery from COVID-19”; Senior Perspectives, 

Michigan 

Written in the early days of the COVID-19, this informative column sorts the trash from 

the truth. It is filled with facts defining what’s happening and how people can best protect 

themselves from catching the deadly disease. There are lots of tips for everyone to practice in 

order to minimize the likelihood of a severe case and to “remember to find joy in every day.” 

Good advice!  

 

32-C 

First: Mary Clarkin, “Special Report: Nursing homes get legal cover as COVID-19 deaths 

mount,” July 2020; The Active Age, Kansas 



By now, many months into the COVID-19 pandemic, we know more about prevention 

and treatment. But in the early days, way back in March 2020, say, not much solid information 

was known, and more tragically, little of the needed equipment was readily available. As a result, 

many older people living in care facilities died of the virus. The rules for care were sketchy at 

best. Inspections were irregular. Managers who demanded more from the facility owners were 

fired. What a mess. And no one could sue anybody – letting the situation stew and overboil. 

Clarkin untangles the complicated situations that left victims and their families with little 

defense. She succeeds with high honors. 

 
33. Website Self Promotion   
 

First: Today’s Transitions, Kentucky 

 Classy and effective, the teasers to content in Today’s Transitions sell themselves with 

beautiful visuals, precisely written summaries and a wide range of choices. I loved the personal  

touches — “We have all kinds of outings we’ve tried ourselves” — and the conversational tone 

— “It is surprising to see the options for independent, carefree living in this area.” Well done. 

 

Second: The Vegas Voice, Nevada 

 Bold and a bit brassy, just like the city, the self-promo ad for YouTube choices in The 

Vegas Voice reflects the personality of the publication. I’d check out every single one — they’re 

that appealing. 

 

Third: Beacon Senior News, Colorado 

 Devoting generous space to show readers different ways to access content is so smart. 

The ad is big, clear, easy to read and explains with perfect word choices where and what you’ll 

find when you look for Beacon Senior News online.   

 

34. Website General Excellence   

First: Today’s Transitions Kentucky 

This website’s design is clean and has a crisp feel to it that invites navigation. The 

articles are presented in an easy-to-follow flow and cover a wide range of issues important to 

seniors. The content has straightforward writing and presentation. The home page groups top 

articles by content area, but website visitors can also navigate by dropdown menus in the top 

ribbon. Overall, it is inviting and provides a wealth of resources to seniors.  

 

Second: Lifestyles After 50, Florida 

There is a nice use of images that illustrate stories while serving as a navigation tool 

through the site. This visual approach gives readers a quick tip on a topic without searching for 

headlines. Category tags in each image provide instant navigation to that section of the website, 

while the drop-down menus from the home page ribbon provide the same images in the topic 

areas. A nice range of topical areas is covered, and there are links to print editions and events 

sponsored by the publication. It all works well together. 

 

Third: Beacon Senior News, Colorado 



This straightforward site effectively uses rotating stories and images in the lead position. 

Love the calendar of events of interest for seniors that stays with you as you navigate to various 

sections of content. The “Laughing Matters” tab seems perfect for the audience and is a nice 

light touch amid what can be serious content, such as the dangers of herbicides or the latest 

Alzheimer’s drug. 

  

 

 

  

 

 


